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Please stop
The good news is we will meet her in Geneva on the 13th of October and hopefully have
Successful beginning
Acclimated itself remote solve the crisis in Syria
And I think no one has ever claimed that but what we have said is that okay
Contortion
Good health
To bridge differences within the Syrian Society could help to build trust and it could also
Also be a door opener to the broader political process
We need to make sure that we are able to move folders on several tracks
I said in my briefing to the council that we also need a host to work
On the situation in the Northeast
Just I said it live disappointing to challenge the situation in the Northeast is a challenge but
Also we are increasingly more adult about the situation in the southwest and what is
What is happening there
And then I said there is Kurdish representation on the committee
All segments of the series Society is indeed represented on the committee
I think it's extremely important to remember that
Obviously the situation in the Northeast needs to be handled with respect
Too serious sovereignty Independence and territorial Integrity second that
Legitimate the Turkish security concerns need to be taken into account and then there needs overseer to be a
Respect for all the different communities living in the Northeast and
If all of these three issues are addressed we believe we can be able to move forward
Obviously this is an issue that is touching too many families in Syria
And the school seem too much pain and they believe that addressing this is an important way
Would be an important way forward for the Syrian people and it would also help us I believe in
Start to build trust
And Siri I am
This is something that we are looking over so take me very very seriously
It's so also link that I said earlier to the situation in idlib and the importance of
Hopefully keeping the calm and it lived in the end the days weeks and months ahead
And they believed that the Nationwide ceasefire could help to solidify this